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Solve all the following questions:

l) The pararnetric equations of a moving particle are: x:r'-4s*3, y:s2, z:2s, where s is the
traveling distance measured on the path of the particle from a known point. The distance s is
expressed in terms of tirne t as: s:t2+2t. Detennine the physical coordinates, generalized
coordinates, and generalized velocities and their conditions. Deduce the veloci ty eqiation and
prove that it represents a holonornic constraint which satisfies the path equation of ihe particle.

2) If the origin of a moving two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system tXz,yz)has an initial
velocity (20,10) m/s and constant acceleration (32,I6)mls2 while the axes rotate with constant
angular velocity rrr. Detennine the transfonnation equations of the rnoving coordinates relative to
the fixed reference frame (Xr,Yr) at any time t. If the lengths (xr,yr) m loiate the point p relative
to tlre fixed frarne and (-2,4) m locate the point p relative the moving frame. Find the lengths
(xr,yr) when rri=n radlsec and t:Il2 sec.

3) In Fig (1) two light rods AB and BC of lengths a A
and b are smoothly joined at B. The end A is smoothly
hinged at a vertical wall, a weight w1 is attached at B
and a weight w2 and a horizontal force F act at point C.
The rod AB is acted upon by couple G. Find the number
of degrees of fieedorn of the system. What are the
generalized coordinates of the system? For equilibrium
apply the principle of virtual work to find the relation
between wl, wz ,G and F. Find the horizontal force F
and the condition of equilibrium when A:$:n14.

4) A bead moves on a vertical smooth circular wire
of radius 5cur which is rnade to rotate about y axis

with constant angular speed co:3 radls. The center
of the wire is at distance 10 crn from the axis y.
Find the velocityand acceleration of the bead
rt t:n/lOsec and 0:5 radlsec.

5) A ring of mass m:2kg is forced to start
to move from an end A along a uniform heavy
rod of mass M:3kg and length L:2rn with
constant relative velocity v:1rr/s. If the rod
is free to rotate about end A which is fixed.
Derive and discuss Lagrange's equations of
motion of the system. x

(Prob.4)

(Prob.5)

6) Using Lagrange's equations show that the equations of rnotion of a right circular cone rolls and
slides on a smooth horizontal flat surface are given by the system of equations Mgd where M is
the rnass matrix, g is the velociry vector, and f is the force vector.

7) A parlicle of mass m moves in x-y plane under the influence of a central force F :F, u, +Fe !0.
if the potential of this force is V:cr' and the velocity vector in polar coordinates is y:r ur*r0 ue.
Deduce Lagrange's function and equations of rnotion of the parlicle. Also, deduce Hamilton's
function and Hamilton's equations.

(Prob. 3)
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